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Structural & Efficient SkyTruss®

Skyline SkyTruss is extremely strong so you can build big and load it up with products or presentation equipment. Unlike other truss 
products, SkyTruss folds flat to pack smaller and reduce operating costs like shipping, drayage and storage.

Dynamic Island Exhibits

Multiple Shapes for Any Design

Heavy-Duty Inline Exhibits

The flexibility and strength of SkyTruss allows you to create 
exhibits of any design, size or shape. SkyTruss works seam-
lessly with other Skyline systems to provide a complete exhibit 
solution for your specific objectives.

Even in smaller exhibit spaces, SkyTruss can provide a powerful 
presence along with all the functionality needed to reach your 
audience. Showcase all kinds of product, integrate flat screens 
for presentations, or any other needs that require structure.

“We had the best booth at the show. It was intimidating.”
 – Monster Daddy

SkyTruss square and curved components are available in two 
sizes (11.5” and 5.75” square) and multiple lengths. 
Compatible connectors – square, curved and angled – allow 
for nearly any look imaginable.
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Structural Truss Folds Flat for Efficiency

Merchandising
Showcasing products, whatever they are, can be important to 
the success of your show. Design your exhibit to highlight products 
AND make it easy for staffers to engage, demo and sell.

Large Structures
SkyTruss is very strong and sturdy which allows you to build 
big and create a massive brand presence. It is engineered to 
raise hardware off the floor to open up space for client 
interaction.

Brilliant, Large Format Graphics
Create a larger than life brand experience with SkyTruss and 
Skyline fabric graphics, which are easily installed. SkyTruss has 
flat surfaces so magnet-attached graphics are also easy to 
install and change when it’s time to update your look or message.

SkyTruss modular components fold nearly flat to pack small and reduce exhibit operating costs like shipping, 
drayage and storage. An 11 1/2” (29.2 cm) square section folds to just 1 3/8” (3.5 cm) deep.
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Functionality to Meet Your Objectives

Flat Screen Support
Engage and inform. Presentation kiosks feature flat screen 
support and integral wire management.

Technology Integration
SkyTruss is sturdy to support all tech needs from large 
screens to secure computer storage.

Presentations
Because SkyTruss can span long distances, and can be 
fitted with large format graphics, it can provide large open 
areas with impressive large format branded backdrops for 
presentations.

Magnet Attached Graphics
Give your marketing message interest and depth by layering 
sheer and opaque fabric graphics. 

Available for Rent
Exhibit infrequently? Rent your exhibit hardware now and 
leave future design possibilities open or rent additional 
components for a larger presence at your major show.

Modular exhibits efficiently reconfigure to fit smaller booth spaces to give you flexibility and pack small to cut costs. This island exhibit 
efficiently fits in just five crates.
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